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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3191-“I want you dead. I’ll kill you!” Lucian 
bellowed. An endless surge of aura churned in the sky as a terrifying pressure 
spread all around. 

The void behind Lucian quivered, and an immense figure began to take 
shape, emerging. from the formless void. The tumultuous energy within the 
void whirled, creating a swirling vortex that obscured the true nature of the 
colossal figure. 

Once the chaotic anomaly appeared behind Lucian, everyone felt an 
oppressive force, and their breathing became labored. 

“Beastly spirit awakening?” At the sight of the anomaly behind Lucian, Yuven 
couldn’t help but furrow his brows. 

Once Yuven completed his sentence, the tumultuous anomaly behind Lucian 
clarified, revealing a colossal figure-the unmistakable form of a massive 
mammoth, its elongated tusks gleaming with a flash of icy brilliance. 

“So, this King Lucian is actually an elephant?” Jared exclaimed, his surprise 
evident. 

“That elephant is not his original form. It’s simply the awakened manifestation 
of his beastly spirit. This represents the pinnacle of physical strength 
awakening. 

When it comes to sheer strength, nothing surpasses an elephant. I never 
thought King Lucian had unlocked his beastly spirit. It appears he’s been 
concealing his true abilities quite skillfully.” Yuven’s eyes betrayed a hint of 
envy as he spoke. 

Understanding the significance of beastly spirit awakening, Yuven was well 
aware of the coveted breakthrough it represented for every beast race 
cultivator. 

It marked the ascent to a higher realm of strength, a feat that few managed to 
achieve. 



The awakening of a specific beastly spirit granted access to its unique 
powers, and in King Lucian’s case, the manifestation of a mammoth’s spirit 
suggested an extraordinary enhancement to his physical prowess. 

No wonder he relied on his sheer physical strength when sparring with Jared 
from the very start! 

Yuven, once brimming with confidence int Jared’s physical abilities, now found 
himself harboring a tinge of concern.. 

Lucian’s revelation of his awakened mammoth beastly spirit left the other 
beast race cultivators in awe, their eyes filled with a mix of envy and jealousy. 

The expanding anomaly behind him unleashed seismic tremors, causing the 
earth to quake and boulders to crumble, while a tempestuous storm brewed 
around him, amplifying his overwhelming aura. 

“Brat, behold the true beastly power!” Lucian’s roar echoed, his gaze filled 
with murderous intent as he looked down at Jared. 

Lucian stood as a colossal figure, a god of death emanating murderous intent 
that sent shivers down the spines of all who beheld him. The trumpeting of his 
mammoth beastly spirit resonated in the air, creating an ear-piercing. 
symphony. 

Despite the formidable display, Jared met Lucian’s gaze with a slight curl of 
his lips, betraying no hint of fear. In his eyes, if Lucian sought to challenge him 
in physical strength alone, he would only regard him with disdain. 

Jared’s physical strength had undergone a substantial enhancement after 
absorbing the draconic energy under the small island at Night Sea. Thus, 
despite Lucian awakening his beastly spirit, Jared remained entirely 
unimpressed. 

Rising into the air, Jared spoke coldly. “You boast the strength of a mere 
mammoth, yet your claim it’s the true beastly power? Your ignorance is 
apparent, you’re a frog in the well. Countless members of the beast race 
surpass a mammoth in strength. In your case, ignorance is indeed bliss.” 
“Frog in the well? Today, I’ll show you who truly resides in the well!” Lucian 
stepped forward in the void, causing it to tremble as if on the verge of 
shattering. With a towering stature, he lifted his foot to stomp on Jared. 



Even the size of Lucian’s foot surpassed Jared’s entire body, aiming to crush 
him in retaliation for the earlier kick. 

As Lucian’s foot descended, Jared sneered, his figure flickering and vanishing 
into thin air. 

Boom! 

Lucian’s foot missed, stepping on the ground and causing the earth to quake. 
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made another attempt to step on Jared. 

Utilizing his agile positioning and speed, Jared skillfully dodged Lucian’s 
assaults. 

After Jared evaded several of Lucian’s attacks in succession, the latter was 
infuriated to no end. Everything in the world had its pros and cons. 

Lucian awakened the mammoth beastly spirit, becoming stronger and more 
robust, but his speed had decreased as a trade-off. He was beside himself 
with rage after Jared repeatedly dodged his attacks. 

“Are you a coward who only knows how to hide? Where’s the courage you 
had to clash with me head-on just now?” Lucian resorted to provoking Jared 
at the sight of the latter’s constant sidestepping. 

“Mr. Chance, don’t fall for his taunts! Despite King Lucian’s increased strength 
from awakening his beastly spirit, he’s become slower, so avoid direct 
confrontation!” Yuven cautioned Jared loudly. 

However, seemingly not having heard Yuven, Jared smirked at Lucian. “Very 
well. Since you desire a direct clash, I’ll indulge you.” With that, Jared’s form 
vanished from Lucian’s sight once again. Before Lucian could react, Jared 
reappeared right in front of him. 

Slap! A massive hand landed a powerful slap across Lucian’s face, causing 
blood to spray from the corner of his mouth instantly. 

After the slap. Jared swiftly retreated. His series of actions drove Lucian to the 
brink of insanity. As everyone witnessed Lucian being slapped by Jared, their 
eyes widened in disbelief. 



Jared’s speed was so astonishingly high that by the time the onlookers 
processed what had occurred, Jared had already struck Lucian’s. face and 
leaped backward. 

“Ahh! I must kill you today!” Lucian roared in fury, his disheveled hair flying 
wildly, and his body radiating a dazzling light. Lucian resembled a rampaging 
bull at that instant, charging straight at Jared. 

In response, Jared merely snorted disdainfully. Confronting Lucian, who was 
unleashing his full might, Jared didn’t dodge. Since he had promised Lucian a 
direct confrontation, he intended to keep his word. 

Golden light burst forth from Jared’s body as he propelled himself toward 
Lucian. 

This time, he refrained from activating Golem Body, opting to contend with 
Lucian using his pure physical strength. 

Seeing Jared daring to clash with him head-on, Lucian bellowed. The anomaly 
on his back shuddered, and a ray of light flickered between his brows, swiftly 
enveloping his entire figure. 

Boom! 

Soon, the two collided fiercely, shaking the earth and turning the surroundings 
pale. Their bodies crashed into each other without the aid of magecraft, battle 
skills, or divine weapons. 

They exchanged blows with only their physical forms, and even so, the 
destructive force of that purest form of strength was mind-blowing. 

The scene left many bewildered, as the level of physical robustness on 
display was beyond their comprehension. They couldn’t fathom how one could 
possess such terrifying power without the enhancement of spiritual energy or 
the assistance of magecraft. 

Lucian’s figure was colossal, and his power was boundless. The awakening of 
his beastly spirit allowed him to disregard all opposition with his physical 
might. 

Jared, being just an insignificant cultivator, managed to confront Lucian in a 
fight relying solely on his physical strength. 



The fact that Jared hadn’t suffered an instant and crushing defeat had already 
surpassed the expectations of man.. 

Many believed that after Lucian awakened his beastly spirit, a clash between 
his pure physical strength and Jared’s seemingly fragile body would inevitably 
lead to an overwhelming. victory for Lucian. 

However, at that moment, not only was Jared not overpowered, but he also 
exchanged. – several blows with Lucian. 

The mind-boggling turns of events caused Lucian to feel utterly embarrassed. 

Boom! 

Following a loud explosion, the two figures. plummeted to the ground like 
meteors, crashing into the earth with a tremendous impact that formed two 
deep craters in the ground. 

“Jared!” “Mr. Chancel” Yuven and the others tensed up immediately. upon 
witnessing that. 
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Xandros shouted out loud anxiously upon seeing the sight. 

The outcome was beyond their expectations. No one anticipated that Jared 
and Lucian would both fall from the sky together.. 

What exactly happened wasn’t clear to anyone. They dared not approach the 
scene now because the shockwaves from the collision between the two could 
easily send anyone nearby flying. 

After a while, a rumbling sound echoed from the ground. Soon, two figures 
slowly rose from the deep pit and hovered in mid-air. The two stared at each 
other, with Jared appearing relaxed, while Lucian’s expression was twisted 
up. 

The latter’s beastly spirit was awakened, but that only made him almost 
evenly matched with Jared. That was pretty ironic. 

They were involved in a power clash without any techniques involved. Lucian 
couldn’t fathom how Jared possessed such physical strength and resilience 
as a human cultivator. This wasn’t supposed to happen. 



“Your beastly power seems rather ordinary,” Jared said mockingly. Lucian felt 
as though he was being slapped in the face repeatedly. He had claimed 
multiple times that he would kill Jared, boasting about the might of his beastly 
power. 

However, each time, Jared had humbled him. Lucian’s eyes filled with a 
murderous intent as he looked at Jared. This time, he didn’t say anything. 

Instead, a radiant light emanated from his forehead, and a vast power began 
to surge. 

A strange phenomenon appeared behind Lucian, and his physical appearance 
rapidly transformed as the anomaly began to spread swiftly. 

Lucian’s entire body was covered in black fur, his mouth revealing sharp 
fangs. 

His hands turned into claws, making him look frightening. 

Lucian had transformed into a monster, half beast and half human, but his 
strength had significantly increased once again. 

“I was just testing you earlier. Now it’s time for you to witness true beastly 
power,” Lucian roared, his voice strained as if it was forced out of his throat. 

With that, Lucian swiftly charged toward Jared. This time, his movements 
were incredibly fast. In the blink of an eye, Lucian was already int front of 
Jared. 

He swiped his claw at Jard, tearing through the void. Jared was hit by the 
attack and sent flying, with visible wounds on his chest. 

“Jared!” “Mr. Chance!” Yuven and Quinley rushed over and stopped Jared. 
Looking at the injuries on Jared’s chest, they felt a deep sense of concern. 

“Jared, are you okay?” Quinley asked with concern. 

“I’m fine. These are just minor injuries,” Jared replied with a casual smile. “But 
it’s impressive that Lucian’s power was enough to hurt my physical body.” 
Upon seeing the impact of his attack, Lucian revealed a triumphant 
expression. 

His body emitted a bloodthirsty aura, terrifying those who witnessed it. 



Lucian stood above the void. The phenomenon behind him continued to flicker 
as if giving him a certain power. 

“Kid, now you’ve witnessed the true might of the beastly power, haven’t you? I 
was using only fifty percent of my strength earlier. If I had used my full power, 
you would have died earlier,” Lucian proclaimed smugly, towering above 
Jared. 

Jared pushed aside the others and leaped into the air, facing Lucian without a 
hint of fear in his gaze. 

“Your beastly power isn’t that impressive. Since you put it that way, let me 
show you what real beastly power is.” Jared’s words were followed by a 
shimmer of golden light behind him, and a Golden Dragon slowly manifested 
itself behind Jared. 

The Golden Dragon swam gracefully behind him, exuding an overwhelming 
aura that made many people involuntarily kneel. 

Even many soldiers from Norwal City were now bowing down. After all, the 
Golden Dragon was the king of the beasts. 
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this scene without much change in their expressions, as they were well aware 
of Jared’s true identity. 

However, Lucian was left dumbfounded when he saw the Golden Dragon 
behind Jared and the incredible power he unleashed. 

“Y-You are the Golden Dragon’s True Form?” Lucian’s mouth hung agape. He 
never expected that Jared possessed the Golden Dragon’s True Form. 
Nevertheless, it explained why Jared’s physical strength was so formidable. 

“Now that you know, it’s probably too late. I’ll let you witness the true power of 
the beastly race,” Jared said calmly. 

Lucian furrowed his brow. The anomaly behind. him continued to shake, with 
the energy inside it constantly circulating. 

“Even if you have the Golden Dragon’s True Form, I won’t let you leave here 
alive today,” Lucian roared. Suddenly, the sky darkened, and Lucian’s body 
grew to a height of several dozen feet, like a small mountain in front of Jared. 



Since Jared had the Golden Dragon’s True Form and pure physical strength, 
Lucian knew he couldn’t defeat the man with physical power alone, so he 
began to use mystical techniques. 

In the darkness, Lucian’s claw covered the sky and descended upon Jared. 

Jared was a mere ant in front of Lucian. 

To the onlookers, it seemed as though an overwhelming darkness was 
pressing down from above, causing intense disturbances in the world. The 
entire void seemed on the verge of shattering. 

In the face of Lucian’s terrifying strike, Jared showed no signs of panic. He 
soared into the air, directly confronting the mountain-like Lucian. 

Lucian’s claw attack missed, and his eyes were locked onto Jared. His entire 
body emitted a radiant glow, and black runes began to circulate around him. 

Soon, a massive ball of light formed and surged toward Jared. 

“Lucian is going all out, even using runes, which is his trump card,” Yuven 
noted, his brow furrowing. 

Individuals of their caliber usually had their own life-saving methods. Even if 
they didn’t understand runes and magecraft, they could purchase it at a high 
price. 

These runes became the last line of defense for many, not to be used unless 
absolutely. necessary. 

The fact that Lucian resorted to using runes showed how seriously he 
regarded Jared. 

Evidently, he regarded the Golden Dragon’s True Form as a potential threat. 

Boom! 

The light ball exploded, causing the void to tremble. Jared was propelled into 
the high sky as if he had been thrown upward. 

His figure quickly disappeared, vanishing into the heavens. Lucian looked up. 

Finally, a hint of a smile appeared on his face. 



Nevertheless, it was quite embarrassing to get pushed to this extent by a 
mere Body Fusion Realm cultivator. 

“Jared!” Quinley and the others shouted nervously when they saw Jared being 
blasted into the air and vanishing before their very eyes. 

Yuven and Cloud also furrowed their brows and looked up at the sky, but 
there was no trace of Jared. 

The mountainous Lucian lowered his head and said to Yuven, “Yuven, 
surrender obediently, or the entire Imperial Beast City will perish.” Yuven 
stared at Lucian coldly, his gaze resolute. “I will never surrender. The people 
of Imperial Beast City would rather die in battle than surrender.” With that, 
Yuven’s aura erupted, and his body began to expand continuously. 

“Ms. Tall, Ms. Warwick, I’ll hold King Lucian back. take the airship and leave 
immediately.” Turning to Ivasha, he continued, “Ivasha, leave with them. I’ll 
lead the warriors of Imperial Beast City to buy you time.” Yuven knew that he 
was no match for Lucian. His only role was to delay and allow the others to 
escape. 

“Dad, I won’t leave. I want to stay with you,” Ivasha sobbed, shaking her head 
vehemently. 
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taken advantage of if you stay. You absolutely cannot stay. Leave now before 
it’s too late,” Yuven said with a stern expression. 

“Yuven, do you think you can let others escape? Dream on! I have completely 
sealed off Imperial Beast City, and no one can escape,” Lucian declared. He 
lifted his huge foot and stomp on the ground forcefully. 

Rumble! Rumble! 

The entire Imperial Beast City trembled as if an earthquake had struck. The 
defensive arcane arrays outside Imperial Beast City crumbled instantly under 
Lucian’s foot. 

Yuven’s face turned extremely ugly at the sight, but there was nothing he 
could do. Lucian’s power had far exceeded his imagination. 



Both were Fourth Level Tribulator cultivators. While there was a difference in 
their strengths, it wasn’t significant. However, now that Lucian had awakened 
his beastly spirit, the gap in strength between. Yuven and Lucian had 
widened. 

Just as Yuven was at a loss, a streak of light suddenly flew rapidly from the 
horizon. When the streak of light approached, they discovered it was Jared. 

Seeing Jared unharmed, Yuven and the others couldn’t help but feel relieved. 

Lucian fixed his gaze on Jared and sneered, “Kid, you’re not dead yet, so I’ll 
send you on your way.” With that, the runes lit up once more, creating another 
ball of light. Witnessing this, Yuven and the others grew nervous, fearing that 
Jared might be sent flying again. 

As the light sphere slowly appeared, Jared nonchalantly took out the Divine 
Bow. It emitted a shimmering golden light. 

Seeing Jared retrieving the Divine Bow, Lucian mocked dismissively, “What’s 
the point of taking out the Divine Bow? You can’t even draw it.” “Who says I 
can’t draw it?” After hearing that, Jared grabbed the bow and pulled the 
bowstring. The Divine Bow was bent, and the bowstring was drawn. Lucian 
was dumbfounded at the sight. He didn’t even care about the light sphere he 
had conjured. 

“H-How is this possible?” Lucian’s face was full of confusion. He had tried 
many times but failed to draw the Divine Bow. However, a Fourth Level Body 
Fusion Realm cultivator like Jared could draw it. This was simply outrageous. 

As the Divine Bow was drawn, a beam of light appeared. Golden light 
converged from all around onto the arrow. Even the light sphere Lucian had 
formed instantly dissipated as all the radiance gathered on the arrow. 

Everyone witnessing this scene was left dumbfounded. The aura emitted by 
the arrow on the Divine Bow sent a chill down everyone’s spines. 

Feeling the terrifying aura of the Divine Bow, Lucian began to panic. His 
massive figure retreated continuously. 

Eventually, he turned and began to run, completely disregarding his 
subordinates. 



As his figure was mountainous, countless of his subordinates were trampled 
to death as they didn’t get to avoid him in time. 

“Dad? Dad! Wait for me!” Seeing that, Xandros hurriedly went after. Lucian, 
but he was injured and could only hobble slowly. He couldn’t catch up to 
Lucian. 

Remus could only grab Xandros and run for their lives. As Jared watched 
Lucian flee, his gaze remained calm. Without warning, he relaxed his grip on 
the Divine Bow. 

Buzz! 

The light arrow tore through the void and headed straight for Lucian. Flames 
roared to life on the light arrow. While releasing the Divine Bow’s arrow, Jared 
had. also imbued it with the fire nascence. 

Sensing the impending danger behind him, Lucian quickly turned around to 
look. When he saw the light arrow with trailing flames, Lucian began to panic. 

This was an arrow shot from the Divine Bow, something he couldn’t withstand. 

 


